ACROSS THE TAKLA MAKAN DESERT
Peter's new donkey, which he had mounted with ceremony,
turned out to be far inferior to what had been claimed for
him and often lay down on the way. Peter wished to cancel
the bargain and it was only after an epic discussion that he
won—by insisting on the question as to who was to pay for
the maize eaten by the filly. The term ahun added to most
names meant "reader of the Koran" or "literate," but I
think it is used as a courtesy title. I doubt very much whether
our hungry Tokta Ahun of Issik Pakte, for instance, had ever
read the sacred book.
Travelling with us also was Tuzun Ahun, a silent, noble
figure. He was deputed by the Cherchen yamen to accom-
pany us as far as Khotan and he pushed condescension to
the point of leading our two camels by their halters. One
day I overtook him and was asking him how many hours'
marching we still had to do when his horse, jealous of
Absalom, let out a kick that got me on the shin. The pain
of it, on top of the pain I was already suffering with my
lumbago, was so great that I felt constrained to lie down on
the sand. And I waited there till Peter should come up and
be company—and therefore distraction. As I observed to
him, uninteresting little accidents like that were always
befalling me. I did not get lost in cyclones at sea, in the
deadly sandstorms of the desert, in encounters with Man-
churian bandits, or in bivouacs at the bottoms of crevasses—
though such experiences would be very useful when it came
to satisfying the passion of stay-at-home Parisians for tales
of adventure.
To divert my mind from my misfortunes, Peter recounted
the tribulations of an English nobleman whom he had
accompanied on a journey to Soviet Caucasia the summer
before. . . .
Day after day we forced ourselves to talk, in order—so far
as I at least was concerned—to keep some check on the

